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Peralkaline granites in Corsica:
some petrological and geochemical constraints
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B.timenl ,<H. UniVtt$ite Pllris·Sud, 9140~ Onay Cab: (FI"ItICe)

A6STIIACT. - Among the Permo Ttiassic alkaline
plutonic-volcanic complexes of Corsica three of them
contain peralkaline graniles. 1lJey yield radiomctric ages
of 24~ m.yr. (permo-Triassic boundary) and a mantle
origin (low Sr·initial Uotopic ratios). Peralkaline granilC:S
llI"e characlerized by • high agpaiitic ratio (N. + KJAl
up 10 1.2~. with the prc:suoce of CIPW norm.tive
sodium disilicale) and. sodic mineral~is (albite,
1lI"f\'edsonile, qirine, dpidite).

In order to disoerimin.te betlll'een magmalic processes
and post-magm.tic mineral resc:t1i~s. modal.nalyses.
mineral chemic.l compositions. m.jor element
geochemimy IS well IS t= elemel1l geochemistry h.ve
been performed. The role of hydrothermal fluids is
emph.sized, ioducing the crystallization of Ti·Zn
enriched aegirine and arfvedsonite .nd • moreless
complete subolidus metasom.tism. These processes are
mlll"ked by the dissolution of early prism.tic zircon.nd
l.te-stage precipit.tion of elpidite and/or OClahedn!
Wron•• complete low.lemperature ordering of alkali
feldspars (maximum microdine and low a1bile) and the
incorporation of li and F in IlI"fvedsonite. Chc:mka1
zonllions in arfvedJOnile cryslals and trace demenl datl
substanti.te the role of F-rich mant:le-derived fluids,
c.rrying N., l.i. Fe, Sr, Th•...• resulting in • complele
Sr isotopic homogenization (initial r.tio of 0.703).

These hydrothermal alteration processes are
completely differing from those suffered by earlier and
synchronous alkaline peraluminous biotite granites,
where a signifiCtllt crusta! componem is involved in the
percolaling hydrOlhermal fluids.

The alkaline plU[onic-vok:anic series is
composed of basic, intermediate and
differentiated rock-types. Evolved rock-types
can be classified into three evolutionary
trends: metaluminous, peraluminous and
peralkaline and, according to their contrasting
silica saturalion behaviour, can be granites,

syenites and fddspathoidal syenites (for a
comprehensive review of the nomenclature,
see S~RENSEN, 1974). Actually, alkaline
rocks are difficult to define, as the term
«alkaline» is ambiguous and has been used
with many different senses (BATES and
]ACKSON, 1980).

If the view of SHAND (922) is adopted
taking into consideration the molecular
proportions Na20 + K20: Al20f Si02,
then: «an alkaline rock should be one in which
the alkalis are in excess of 1:1:6, either
a1umina or silica or both being deficient».
According to this classification, alkaline rocks
comprise silica-saturated (syenitic) to
oversaturated (granitic) rocks which are
peralkaline (Na20 + K 20/AI20 3 > 1).
However, in many alkaline provinces, silica
oversaturated (per)aluminous rocks (biotite
granites). which are not strictly alkaline, do
occur in the same complexes as the alkaline
rocks.

This is the case in the Corsican alkaline
province, where the peraluminous granite is
the most abundant rock-type, occurring in
about twenty complexes (BoNIN. 1980).
Peralkaline granites are more restricted. as
they have been recognized so far in only four
complexes: Cauro-Bastelica (BoNIN, 1972),
Evisa-Calasima (NENTlEN, 1897; DEPRAT.
1905; ORca. 1924; QUIN, 1968; Vau.rm"TJ.,
1977; BONIN et aL, 1978), Bonifatto (DEPRAT.
1905; QUIN, 1968; VELWTINl, 1977) and
Capo Rosso (QUlN, 1968; VELLUTINI. 1977).

The Evisa-Calasima peralkaline complex is
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are circular or elliptical in outline, 5 to 20 km
in diameter, and are composed of either
caldera-filling volcanic formations or a series
of concentric granitoid intrusions or both.
Overlapping ring-complexes have a linear
arrangement, as in the cases of Tana-Peloso
(BONIN, 1980) or Porto-Evisa-Calasima
(VELLUTINl, 1977).

Such alignments are accompanied by linear
dyke swarms, filled by bimodal (basic and
felsic) magmatic hypabyssal rocks, like the
Niolo (QUIN, 1968; VELLUTINI, 1977), SoUa
Porto Vecchio and Santa Maria Sicche
Olivese (BONIN, 1980) dyke swarms.

The elliptical outlines of many ring
complexes have been interpreted as signs of

Fig. 1. _ Location of the peralkaline granite.bearing
comple:«:es (crossed areas) among the Permo-Triassk
alkaline province of Corsica (peralkaline comple:«:es
labelled).

probably the most famous, because of its
mineralogy which has given to Lacroix the
matter of numerous articles in his monumental
«Mineralogie de la France) (1962). First
described by Gueymard as «tourmaline
granite~ in 1820, the peralkaline granites of
the Evisa area have been recognized as bearing
blue amphbole and aegirine by NENTIEN

(897). The petrographic renn /indinosite,
which will discussed later, was proposed and
defined by LACROIX (1923) after Nentien's
samples in the Lindinosa Forest, in the middle
of the Evisa complex.

This complex is one among others of the
Corsica province, which is made up of
numerous, high level, anorogenic and granitic
ring-complexes. Descriptions of the province
have been made by VELLUTINI (1977) for its
northern part and by BONIN (1980) for the
rest, summaries of the geology can be found
in BONIN and ORSINI (1980) and in BONIN
(1982,1986). Accordingly, the present paper
deals briefly with the general aspects of
Corsica ring-complexes and is largely
concerned with the petrography, geochemistry
and petrogenesis of the peralkaline granites.

Nomenclature. The peralkaline granites have
a distinctive mineralogy, characterized by
sodic species, with acmite (ad and sometimes
sodiurn-disilicate (ns) appearing as CIPW
normative minerals. These granites have been
described previously as riebeckite granites
(NENTIEN, 1897; QUIN, 1968), but this term
requires revision in the light of mineralogical
studies.

According to their feldspathic contents, the
granites will be referred as hypersolvus for the
mesoperthjtic varieties, and albitic for the
albite-bearing varieties (BONIN, 1982, 1986).

Lindinosite is a term for mesocratic to
melanocratic sodic granite, bearing sodic
amphibole as the major constituent (LACROIX,

1923). Rockallite refers to an aegirine-bearing
mesocratic to melanocratic granite aUDD,
1897).

1. Mode of ocCUJ'rence and associations

Corsican alkaline ring-complexes vary
greatly in size and structural complexjty
(BONIN, 1982, 1986). Ther most typical ones
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active transcurrent faulting process during
their emplacement: for example, the Porto
Evisa-Calasima alignment provides evidences
of a sinistral smse of movement during Porto
ring-complex emplacement and a reverse
dextral sense during Evisa·Calasima ring
complexes empIaeement (BoNIN, 1982, 1986).
The almost perfectly circular ring-eomplexes
(Cauro·Bastelica, Bonifatto) are comparativdy
rare and could have been emplaced during a
relatively steady period.

Peralkaline granites have been recognized
in four complexes: Cauro-Bastelica and Capo
Rosso, where they are in subordinate
amounts, Bonifatto and Evisa-Calasima,
where they predominate (Figure 1).

1.1. Cauro-Bastetica

Located in the centre of Corsica, at about
20 km at the east of Ajaccio, this complex was
the first ring-complex discovered in Corsica
and was studied in detail by BoNIN (1972,
1980). Radiometric ages by the Rb-Sr
isochron ~thod on whole rocks (BoNIN et al.,
1972, 1987) subitantiate a magmatic activity
during the Permo-Triassic boundary.

Two petrographic groups are present. A
first ensemble of hypersolvus granites was
emplaced in a ring-structure of 15 km
diameter and is composed of the intrusive
sequence: 1) fayalite granite; 2) biotite granite,
3) sodic amphibole granite. Rhyolitic domes
and breccias containing base~nt xenoliths
constitute the associated volcanic formations.
Hypersolvus biotite granites have yielded a
241 m.yr. age.

The second ensemble is made up of
peraluminous transsolvus and subsolvus
biotite granites, which intrude the first
ensemble and form ring-structure of the same
diameter but emplaced in the north-western
part of the massif. These granites have yielded
a 236 m.yr. age.

The hypersolvus fayalite and sodic
amphibole granites belong to the peralkaline
evolutionary trend. They diplay ~taluminous

toper~ chemistry and are characterized
by a complete aystallization sequence of dark
minerals, from a magmatic fayalite
hedenbergite-iron oxide assemblage to a

complex post-magmatic paragenesls
comprising sodic amphibole (barroisite to
wincrute), mafic amprubole (sodic griinerite),
biotite of the annite-Iepidomdane series and
Ouorite (BoNIN, 1980; GrRET et al., 1980).

Recently (1984), during the works
performed to increase the capacity of
production of the hydro-electric works at
Deana, pegmatitic dykes issued from the sodic
amprubole granite and intruding the fayalite
granite of the Punta di Mazzoni have been
discovered in runnels. They are made up of
a quartz-K feklspar·albite assemblage and
exhibit well developed (up to 10 cm long)
euhedral amphibole crystals of richterite
arfvedsonite composition (see Table 3), which
will be discussed later.

1.2. Capo Rosso

This complex, the most western one in
Corsica, is located in the southern part of
GoUe de Porto, where it appears as red cliffs
(Capo Rosso means «red cape») at the sunset.
It is made up of two distinct intrusions
(VELLtmNl, 1977); a peralkaline one at the
summit of the cliffs, and a peraluminous one
at the lowest part of the cliffs.

The peraluminous intrusion comprises a
main biotite granite1:xx:ly and numerous and
spectacular inclusions of gabbro, near the
outer contact and in the centre of the
intrusion. Evidences of synchrooous injections
of basic and acid magmas are pillow-like
outlines of gabbroic masses, lobate and
OJSpate contacts and some features of magma
mixing (PLATEVOET et aI., 1988). The
peralkaline intrusion is made up of an
arfvedsonite hypersolvus granite.

1.3. Boni/atto

This massif is located 30 km south of CaIvi.
It was mapped in some details by VELLUTlNI

(I977), who has given convincing evidences
that the Bonifatto granite intnKl.es the Monte
(into volcanic formations. No Rb-Sr
radiometric age on whole rocks is avalaible to
date and previous K-Ar data have
substantiated a significant rejuvenation eHect
during the Alpine tectonic episodes (MALUSKJ,
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1977; VELLU11NI, 1977). However, some K·
A and 3CJA/4o" data on minerals suggest
a 245 M.yr. cooling age (MA!.USKl, 1977).
Field evidences indicate that the Monte
GOlo caldera postdates the Evisa complex
(VEUUTINI, 1977).

The complex is made up by a 18 km
diameter caldera filled by volcanic products
(pyrodastic breccias, pumice flows and
ignimbric piles) of comenditic affinity and
lacustrine detrital formations. A granitic
cupola, the Bonifalto peralkaline granite,
intrudes the basal volcanic formations. The
peralkaline granite is far from being
homogeneous and, at the Spasimata vertical
sections, this sequence can be observed, from
top to bottom:

- a marginal fine-grained Cacies, red in
colour and about 50 m-thick, just below the
ignimbritic pile. The horizontal prismation in
the ignimbritic formations disappears, along
with a complete recrystallization of the
groundmass, 50-100 m above the contact;

- a complex zone where large rafts of
ignimbritic formations are dissected and
enclosed in the fine.grained facies, showing
horizontal fluidal structures;

- a medium-grained facies, red in
colour, with chJorite as the major dark
mineral, passing progressively into a coarse
grained facies, also red in colour and with
chlorite, but containing numerous miarolitic
cavities, about 0.5 to 5 mm in diameter, filled
with yellow and orange mineral products. The
coarse-grained facies is the dominam one and
is commonly found along the road to
Bonifatto and in adjacent valleys;

- a coarse·grained facies, light green to
grey in colour. sometimes with miarolitie
cavities, where the major dark mineral is the
blue sodic amphibole {arfvedsonite}. This
facies is represented by scarce exposures and
can be found only as local remnants of the
previous magmatic h~rsolvus granite, before
its complete altttation into the main reddened
chlorite granite. No sharp contact has bttn
observed betWttn the green amphibole
bearing and the red chlorite·bearing facies. A
20 cm-wide transitional facies actually
observed at the contacts strongly suggest an
hydrothermal oxidizing process, probably

prograding from the jointings of the gronitic
massif and invading pervasively the plutonic
formation.

Associated with the hydrothermal
alteration, miarolitic cavities and hydraulic
fissures, filled with quartz, haematite and
fluorite, can be observed at the Spasimata
Bridge as well as along the road to Bonifatto.

1.4. Evisa·Calasima

This massif is located at the east of Porto
and is composed of numerous intrusions in a
SW-NE trending alignment (VE1J..UTINI,
1977). PeraIkaIine granites are predominating
but rare biotite granites have been discovered
in 1984 during a comprehensive mapping of
the complex. Radiometric data, using the Rb
Sr isochron method on whole rocks, have
yielded similar ages of 246 m.yr. and similar
Sr initial ratios of 0.703 for the different
units, evidences for a very short time interval
for the complete intrusive sequence, an
identical mantle origin for the magmas and
a complete lack of crustal contamination
during the differentiation, ascent and cooling
of the peralkaline granites (BoNlN et al., 1978).
The Sr isotopic ratio of 0.703 is the lowest
recorded so far for this rype of granite in the
Phanerozoic, it provides a good indication
that it is unlikely that anatexis of the upper
crust can play a significant role in the genesis
of such peralkaline granites.

Three petrographic units compose the
complex. The earliest is represented by biotite
subsolvus granites, either as small copulas
(above Verghio Pass) or as large rectilinear
dykes (Lonca Forest) whieh may be related
to the neighbour Porta ring-complex (Figure
2).

The others are peralkaline. The second
ensemble is represented by a number of small
cupolas, located from SW to NE at Capu di
u Vitullu, Capu a e Mancenule, Spelunca, N
of Evisa and Casterica Crest, above Verghio
Pass. They att made up of a green h~rsolvus

arfveclsonite granite, displaying a fine·gnrined
marginal facies and a coarse-grained core
facies. At the roof of the cupolas, the rock
is reddened, with chlorite replacing
arfvedsonite, and pegmatitic pockets are
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Fig. 2. - Ske:tch map of a part of Evisa complex. I. Ota biotite: subsolvus grmite:; 2. Ota gabbro; 3. Porto biotite:
transsolvus granite:; 4. Eviu arh'c:dsonite: hypc:rsolvus granite:; " Eviu arfvc:d50nite:-aegirinc: a1bitic granite:; 6,
eale·alkaline base:mc:m; 7. Geological contact; 8, Fault.

enclosed in the marginal fades. The mOSI
spectacular exposure (ORCEL, 1924) is located
along the road from Porta to Evisa, about 1.5
km before Evisa: large pegmatitic pockets,
with sharp contacts against the red marginal
facies (BONlN, 1980), are composed of huge
crystals of fayalite (up to 50 cm·long and 10
cm-wide), of quartz (up to 80 cm), growing
toward the centre in a matrix composed of
pink skeIenal K-feldspar crystals. Evidences
of a high fluid activity are provided by
inclusions of sulphides (pyrite) in the fayalite
crystals and of purple f1uorite (up to 1 cm)
in the core of zoned quartz crystals. These
pockets are feeded by pegmaticic dykes
displaying the same paragenesis.

The last intrusive unit is composed of an
albitic arfvedsonite.aegirine granite, located
in the Lindinosa Forest. It intrudes the
hypersolvus arfvedsonite granitic cupolas and
is represented along the vertical contacts by
a fine-grained facies, gradually coarsening
towards the core of the intrusion and passing
into the main medium-grained facies, greenish
grey in colour, with dark minerals clustered
in centrimetric pockets where arfvedsonite is
rimmed by aegirine, At the roof of the
intrusion, as shown by the Salto Pass vertical

section, the granite is far from being
homogeneous and the following sequence can
be observed:

- a fine-grained to aplitic marginal zone,
pink in colour and with scarce quartz-alkali
feldspar pegmatitic pockets;

- a fine-grained arfveclsonite-aegirine
fades, moreless reddened with some zones
completely red passing into greyish zones with
red spots in the alkali feldspars;

- aplite-pegmatite layered sheets, made
up of a pegmatitic border zone, where alkali
feldspar and arfvedsonite cryStals are growing
toward the core, and an aplitic layered core,
sometimes including some large arfvedsonite
crystals. Poikilitic 5 to 10 cm-long amphibole
crystals are often rimmed by acicular 1 mm
long aegirine crystals. Aegirine can also
contitute discrete up to 1 cm-large crystals,
arranged as radial aggregates;

- toward the core of the intrusion, the
granite becomes medium- to coarse-grained,
greenish grey in colour, with dark pockets of
arfvedsonite rimmed by green aegirine and 1
mm-large miarolidc cavities fillid with
yellowish elpidite.

Late-stage formations are represented by
lindinosites, characterized by a quartz-
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TABLE 1

Avemge modolcompontions ofEvisa pnalkaline
granites

reported in Table 1. The peralkaline grnnites,
despite their extreme variations in texture
(hypersolvus or albitic) and dark mineral
content (hololeucocratic to melanocraticl,
have an overaU unity through the dominance
of alkali feldspars and of sodic mafic minerals.
Peralkaline granites differ in relative order of
crystallization of felsic and mafic components
from metalluminous fayalite granites: fayalite
and hedenbergite are early formed, as
prismatic euhedral grains, while sodic
amphibole and aegirine are often late formed
and poikilitic, enclosing crystals of quartz and
alkali feldspar. This sequence is the same as
in the agpaiitic crystaUization of the alkaline
silica-undersaturated rocks.

L Arfvedsonite hypersolvus granite, Casterica
(6 analyses).
2. Arfvedsonite-aegirine albitic granite,
Lindinosa Forest (5 analyses).

All the rocks have suffered a variable degree
of late magmatic and post magmatic
recrystallization. Therefore, it is difficult to
recognize the original magmatic parageneses,
obliterated by post-magmatic mineral
resettings. Modal data can provide a rough
idea of the magmatic light/mafic mineral
ration whereas the actual chc=mical and
crystallographical data on single crystals are
good indicators of subsoJidus reequilibration
processes. Alkali feldspars, mafic minerals and
Zr·bearing minerals are among the most highly
sensitive silicates.

24,6 <:.6)
27.2 (4.8)
1.6 <0.6)
7.0 <3.0)
0.2 (0.8)

8.8 <4.4)

,

3.S{I.8)

" .2.3 (2.7)
1. 0 (3.D

4.2 (5.8)

36.2 (! .21
55.8 (6.~)

27.5 (2.5)
28.30.7\

Color.tion Ind.)'
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Ml'~opl'r th j t.
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A'9 trin •
Arfv.dSon I h
Acc.""or i.~

microdine-arfvedsonite 3SS(:mblage (ORCEL.
1924) and emplaced along tensile joims, when
the granitic mass, almost completely
crystallized, pre~nted a ductile habit. This
result in rectilinear dykes, curvilinear schlieren
(Lindinosa Forest) and rounded enclaves
(Bergeries de Mazze), with a conspicuous
mechanical mixing of the granitic host rock
and the lindinositic synplutonic dykes.

Hydraulic fissuration and brecciation are
widespread, especially under the roof
formations, and are filled by a grounclmass
chiefly composed of albite, ar£vedsonite and
aegirine, enclosing angular or rounded host
rock fragments. Hydraulic fissurations have
also produced haematite-£1uorite vertical veins
(QUIN, personal communication, 1977).
Previously described as cC3taclastic granite»
(DEPRAT, 1905). they look like the so-caUed
~tuffisite-veins» (HUGIIES, 1971) and show
evidences of the high activity of an oxidizing
peralkaline fluid rich in fluorine at the end
of the consolidation, when the granitic mass
has become brittle.

Radial and concentric dyke swarms are
numerous around the Evisa complex. Some
are linked with hypersolvus granitic cupolas
and display aplite-pegmatite associations
with quanz·mesopenhitic alkali feldspar
arfvedsonite aSS(:mblage.

The most abundant are issued from albitic
granite and are characterized by very high
agpaiitic Na + K/Al ratios (up to 2.0), and a
sodic mineralogy (aegirine, arfvedsonite,
albite). They all belong to the grorudite
paisanite series (QUIN, 1%8) and some
contain so many aegirine that they are true
«rockallites» (DEPRAT, 1905). These
peralkaline dykes intrude both basement
formations and peraluminous granites of Porto
complex and induce strong «fenitization»
processes within a few centimeters of the
peraluminous granitl~lrockaUite interface
(BONIN and PLATEVOET, 1988).

2. Petrography and mineralogy

Texture and typical parageneses have been
described previously by DEPRAT (905), QUlN

(1968). VELLllTINI (1977). BoNIN " 01. (19781.
BONIN (1980). Representative modal data are
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2.1. Alkali feldspar!

The Corsican anorogenic granites can be
classified into three groups which are defined
according to the classic nomenclature of
Tl.J'ITLE and BOWEN (I958) and as modified
by BONIN (1972):

- the hypersolvus gnmites with separate
Na- and K-phases into a single feldspar
(mesoperthite);

- the subsolvus granites with discrete
Na- and K-phases in two fddspars;

- the transsolvus granites with three
feldspars (mesoperthite plus the two subsolvus
type feldspars).

The peralkaline complexes display the
hypersolvus type: (Cauro-Bastelica, BonHano,
Evisal and an albitic type (Elvisa albitic
granite), where early mesoperthites are
replaced by late-stage chessboard albite and
interstitial microcline. This type can be
ascribed as transsolvus to subsolvus, providing
that this terminology is employed for
descriptive purposes only without any genetic
implication.

The feldspars of the hypersolvus granites
are generally light green (.. malgachitic.) in
fresh sections, hut, after exposure to the air,
they turn into~y green to ydlow. In fractwt=
zones, they become red. They are composed
of crystals showing complex twinning
combining Manebach, Baveno and not so
commonly Carlsbad laws. Some oligoclase
cores have been observed (QUIN, 1968; BoNIN,
1980). The most important feature is that
albite films and lamellae show evidences of
epitaxiaJ and rhythmic syncristallization with
the potassic phase (WILHELM, 1977). The
abundance of fluorite inclusions and of
cavities filled with quartz and fluorite inside
the crystals, the moreless continuous fringe
of quartz and albite, associated with fluorite,
around the large mesoperthitic crystals are
signs of the presence of a discrete fluorine
rich fluid phase.

The origin of coarse albite lamellae is still
under debate:W~1 and 80NtN (1980) has
disputed the classic view of the exsolution
origin from a primary single feldspar,
suggesting microcline and albite both grew
episodically from a liquid, the two feldspars
defining an epitaetic relationship as evidenced

by the recognition of prominent growth faces
of the microcline. MARTIN (1982) has
proposed that this controversial proposal could
be reconciled with an ultimate origin by
exsolution: the a1bite lamellae would be
physically rafted and thus become aligned
onto growth facr:s as the microcline undergoes
the solution and redeposition steps that
accompany Si-AI ordering. Thus, microcline
does not crystallize directly from the melt but
from a fluid during the complex solution stage.

The feldspars of the albitic granite are
generally white in the core of the intrusion
and become pink to at the top. The reddening
is provoked by haematite, either as discrete
pockets or as pervasive minute inclusions.
Early mesoperthites, fully comparable to
those of hypersolvus granites, are replaced
by chessboard albite. These late albite
are synchronous with the destabiIization
of arfvedsonite into aegirine as they form
symplectk growths with the quartz that
results from this reaction. Interstitial
microcline is synchronous with late albite and
thus later than the mesoperthites. The
replacement is controlled by a fluorine-rich
fluid, as exemplified by synchronous
crystallization of interstitial quartz, fluorite,
albite and microcline. Chemical analysc=s of
the alkali feldspars in the albitic granite show
rhe distinctive differences of the different
types of feldspars (Table 2): the mesoperthitic
feldspars are significantly higher in FeG (050
wt% in the K-phase, 0,90 wt% in the Na
phase) than late-stage albite (0.30-0.10%
wt%) and microdine (0.30-0.10 wt%). In the
lindinosite, microcline is always low in FeO
(less than 0.20 wt%). Coarse aJbite lamellae
(N Ab = 0.98) closely approach the
NaAlSiJOg end-member, and the microclinic
phase 0 mesoperthites (N Or = 0.97 - 0.98)
the KAlSi}Og end-member, suggesting a very
low temperature for equilibration processes.
Replacement chessboard albite (N Ab ..
0.99-1.00) and late microcline in the albitic
granite, as well as microcline in the lindinosite
(N Or", 0.98-1.00), are always very pure.

From X-ray data (BONIN, 1982, 1986), it
can be concluded that the alkaline feldspars
have maximum microcline + low albite
assc=mblages (for analytical results, see BoNIN,
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TABLE 2

Selected analyses of alkali jetdrpors

~I' lna' , • , , , ,
'5 i 02 ~~. ~7 :3.N 65.31) 68.44 69.20 ,,, ... 69.56 64.9;~..J" _

A1203 18.36 U;'67 18., ~ :9.~O 19.34 18 . .;; 1°.1'5 18.46
,.0 t 0.50 1),90 ~ .~3 ~ .25 ~ .29 I). :0 0.23 I) .12
C.O I) .00 0.00 13 .00 I} .C7 I) .ae 0.00 0.02 0.05
~i.20 J .20 11.49 I) .30 12.31 11 .82 I) .12 11.43 0.12
K20 15.46 0.4] 15. :::9 0.06 IL07 16.il8 0.10 1'5.64

Tohl 99.99 99.64 99.47 :00.33 100.72 99.92 100.69 99.32

0, 98.15 2.30 97. !O 0.30 I} .40 98.25 i),60 98.60
Ab 1.85 97.60 2.90 99.30 99.60 1.15 99.30 1.20
A, 0,00 0.00 I) .00 I) .40 0.00 (}. 00 I). I I) 1}.20

A,.fve~$on;tt-ae~lrlnt .l.li:oitic Qnnih, Lindinos.. FOl'ul: tarlr mesop.rttlih,
ftl'H~i.": 1. K+phast, 2. N.-phiS'; lite aitlitiac:! frldspilr: 3. K-phast relict,
4, i11bitic cor" 5. albitic rim.
Zent of mHh!npcal mixint;)?f albitic o;ranih and lindinosih, Lindioosa Forfst:
6. microclinf, 7. albih.
Lindino~ih, locu'i lYDicyt , Lindinou Forest: 8. microclinf.

1980). The degree of ordering increases from
the hypersolvus to the albitic granite. The
microcline~dominated lindinosite and the
albite-dominated hydraulic breccia are
characterized by extreme values of ordering.

2.2. Sodic amphiboles and ae?)rine

Alkali amphiboles in Corsica have been
previously described as riebeckite (LACROIX,
1962; QurN, 1968) with a strong pleochroism
(X =very deep blue, Y =ligh blue, Zoo light
yellow). But all alkali amphiboles in alkaline
granites actually belong to a continuously
varying series ranging from barroisite in
fayalite granites (BONIN, 1980) to
arfvedsonite, through winchite and richterite
(GIRET et al., 1980). Representative analyses
are reported in Table 3.

Analytical procedures

Chemical analyses have been performed on
an automatized CAMEBAX electron
microprobe (15 KV, 12 nA, 5 s counts, natural
silicate or oxide minerals as standards), at the
Service de Microscopie Analytique, Orsay
(BrzouARD and PICl-lON). Because Li was not

determined, the 23 oxygen basis of calculation
results in an overall overestimation of
analyzed cations (Si content may reach
unrealistic high values of 8.40). In the cases
where calculated Si content is more than 8.00
and Ca + Na + K more than 3.00, this classical
basis of calculation was discarded. Thus,
assuming that all Si and AJ are in the
tetrahedral site Z (HAWTHORNE, 1982),
structural formulae were computed on the
basis of Si + AI = 8.00. By this scheme of
calculation, problems arising from the lack of
knowledge of the valence state of Fe and of
the amounts of non-analyzed elements are
avoided.

The chemical evolution during the
crystallization of alkali amphiboles is well
illustrated by euhedral crystals of the Punta
di Mazzoni pegmatite, in the Cauro-Bastelica
ring-complex: cores and prismatic rims are
true arfvedsonite, whereas pyramidal rims are
riebeckjte~arfvedsonite. On a Ca + AIIV vs.
Si + Na + K diagram (Figure 3a), they follow
two successive evolutionary trends:

- a first one, parallel to the richterite
arfvedsonite join, according to the
substitution: 0 CaX Fe3 + AI ~ NaA NaX
Fe2 + Si,
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TABLE 3
Selected analyses of sodic amphibo/es and aegirine

23 ol ~ 67 S ,
~ I!JZ
T10::
~1::03

F.O t
",0
",0
C.O
";.20
k20

.I9.:'~

C.09
1.44
l~.la

1.;)1
0.04
0.51
1.50
0.16

49.:"3
C. :3
1.18

34.20
0.91
~ .02
0.53
7.iO
I ....

~O.IO

0.0,
1.~.I

3~.S~

0.68
0.03
0.24
6.81
1.00

~O.6°

j .00
0.66

33.60
'3.41
0.02
0.69
9.03
1.83

~0.65

0.37
0.1°

33.80
0.53
0.03
0.14
7.32
3.83

51.ao
0.90
1).42

32.27
0.39
0.00
0.10
9.36
1.18

52.;0
0.36
0.49

37.22
o.211
o.3~

0.25
7.06
0.62

52.65
0.30
0.33

36.27
0.09
0.13
0.09
6.93
0.39

51.?8
1.29
0.31

29.24
0.03
0.03
0.29

13.58
0.02

Tohl 9:5.56 05.52 04.87 91.99 96.95 91.08 99.48 91.18 96.16

Slructuril 'orllluh. calcuhltd on !Il. bni!> o~ Si • AI. 8.00 <Ut lut>.

",;
Ti,.
",",
C.
H.,

7.13
0.21

0.01
4.65
0.14
0.01

0.10
2.31
0.211

7.70

0.21

0.02
4.46
0.12
0.00

~1.09

2.34
0.22

7.81
a.19

0.01
4.52
0.1I9
0.01

1I.04
2.0:"
o.l9

, .88
o.12

0.12
4.35
0.06
0.00

a.11
2.7:2
O.3.s

7.91
0.03

0.04
4.43
0.01
0.01

a.02
2.23
0.11

7.°2
1I.09

0.11
4.11
0.05
0.00

0.02
2.77
0.35

, .91
0.G9

0.04
~ .64
0.03
0.08

o.a~

2.05
0.12

'.94
0.06

0.03
4.56
0.01
0.03

1I.02
2.02
1I.01

7.96
G.06

0.15

3.'"
0.00
0.00

0.05
4.03
0.00

y.

•
4.9: 4.60
0.64 O.6~

4.63
0.30

~.53

1.19
4.5~

1.02
4.21 4.1S'
!.!4 0.21

4.63
0.11

yl • Ti • F•• Nn • Nt) (in Mphibolu).
A .. (Cl. • Ni • k) - 2.00 (ill loIllplllboln).
Allplliboln frcn p'V.. t,lic erkn, tunn.1 IllrouiJl tll. PUII!f. di HUloni,
C.uro~8.!>I.lica ring-C(ll'llpltll: I. pri!>,.. tic cor. (arf ... ), 2. p,.'to/IIatic ,.illl (irh),
3. prrallllda! rill (I'i.b),
Atlplliboln 'n il"u'd!>onilt~U9irln.albilie grlnlh, bouldtr in tll. Lonel Ri .... r,
E... ,u ecnplul 4. cor. (id... ) ",illl 1.9601- 0.08\o1t r. Find no d.ttcltd Cl, 5.
ri .. (irh) Olitll no d.ltchd Find 160 ./~ 6a ppm Cl.
Anlpll'boln ," !'ndlnoult, iocu!> IrRil;u , \,Indl"ou Fornt: 6. cor. (lId ... l, "1
ind 8. pyrlnidil rill!> (ri.b),
ir'''' • irf .... d!>onilr, rl.b • ri.b.ckit,.
A.girin. from irf .... d!>onih-ugirin. ilbitlc grini!., bould.r In tll. Lonei Ri ....r,
E""li ~omple~: 9.

a second one, parallel to the
arfvedsonite·riebeckite join, according to the
substitution: NaA Fe2 ... ;: 0 Fe) +. The
two trends can be explained in terms of
reduction, then oxidation processes in Na and
Fe-enriched hydrothermal environment.

In the albitic granite, arfvedsonite is the
common sodic amphibole, with low contents
of AI, Ca, high contents of Na, Fe, K, and
fairly high contents of minor elements such

as Ti, Mn, Zn. Chemical zonations from core
to rim are marked by a decrease in AI, Na,
Ti and F and an increase in K and Cl (Figure
3b). Aegirine is commonly associated with
arfvedsonite. Analyses of aegirine closely
approach the acmite end-member and show
a fair enrichmem in Ti.

In the lindinosite, arfvedsonite is K-rich
(0.35 in the strucrural formulae), quite similar
to arfvedsonite in the albitic granite.
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3.)

Fig. J. - Alkali amphiboles in Corsica.
Ja. Zoning in pegmatitic amphibolc:s, Punra di Manoni
Tunnel, Cauro-Bastelica ring.complex, represented in a
Ca + Al vs. Si + No. + K plot. Fields of richteritc (ct),
advedsonitc: (artv) and riebeckite (rieb) an: outlined. The
large arrow indicates the compositional variations from
prismatic, arfvedsonitic zone ll') to rieheckitic pyramidal
zones (p) in the same: crystal.
Jb. Zoning in rock-forming amphiboks of the albitic
granite (sample in the Lonea River as a boulder)
represented as a cross-section in a single crystal for
Ti02, Alp}, Nap, Kp, F and CL A contact between
arfvedsonite and acgirine is also represented.

However, arfvedsonite crystals exhibit rims
of riebeckitic composition, marked by a strong
depletion in Na (2.02 in structural formulae)
and K (0.07).

In all cases, calculations of structural
formulae on the basis of Si + AI '" 8.00 result
in the depletion of Y site (Ti + Fe + Mn + Mg
< 5.00), owing to the probable presence of
Li in the unit-cell (inferred as 0.10 to 0.75).

As noted previously by BOWOEN and TURNER
(1974) for the Nigerian Younger Granites,
sodic a!l1phiboles trend with increasing alkali
substitmion whilst their host granites also
show a parallel increase in normative ac and
ns. From chemical analyses in the albitk
granite and in the lindinosite, it may be added
that after a first and complete Na substitution
follows a second and limited K substitmion.

3b)

2.3. Accessory minerals: zircon and elpidite

Zr-bearing minerals have been proved to
be highly sensitive to the alkalinity of the
medium in which they crystallize (WATSON,
1979). In the majority of igneous rocks, zircon
is the unique Zr mineral. However, in
peralkaline rocks, the behaviour of Zr become
less orrhodoxical and zircon can be replaced
by one or many complex zirconosilicates
(VLASOV, 1966).

The metaluminous and peraluminous
alkaline granites in Corsica are all rich in
zircon (BONIN, 1980; PuPIN, 1980; TESSIER,
1979). The peralkaline hypersolvus granites
display also large amounts of early and
prismatic zircon. The peralkaline albitic
granite of the Evisa complex is characterized
by high amounts of Zr (Table j) and a more
complex Zr-bearing mineralogy:

- late octahedral zircon, included by
fluorite and quartz (PUPIN, 1976),

- spherulitic zircon in complex
aggregates, around arfvedsonite and included
by quartz (QurN, 1968),

- elpidite, yellowish in colour, as radial
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TABLE 4
Sel«ted analyses of elpidi/e

'r ". , , , , , 8 •

S,O,; 5°.5:;- oD .2:;- '9. :5 00.~5 oil •~~ 0; .~I ,,0.78 63.24 64.42
Zr')2 :~.95 !i.tll ;0.;'1 20. : 3 20.21 :".::6 ~1.O5 21.13 21.83
..1203 0.17 C.19 o.~3 O. ,0 0.28 0.::3 0.~9 0.58 0.3°
C..O 0.21 0.11 o.~~ o.::?3 0.25 0.25 0.34 0.28 0.26
N.. 20· 10.01 9.96 >'.'57 >'.52 8.29 7.27 ~.94 4.'52 3.01
K20 0.09 0.08 0.09 o.10 o.OS 0.22 0.20 0.35 0.; I

Tohl >'0.00 90.26 89.32 90.'54 >'0.74 89.04 87.80 90.90 >'0.02

Th~ ..n.. lyud u/llpl~ I!; i ~culd.1" on ltl~ Lonci Rill~I", nul" O.u~ Pools d'Oh
(80nln, USO}.
11, F~, Mn, I'lQ, F inlt Cl b~IOl<I It.ltction li"ih.
1 to.:: etntr. of i lIuro1.tic "lIib; :5 to 7: ri,.s of ttl~ /IIi"l"ollt,c ullity; 8
..nd 0: ;nhl"stllt .. l cI"1!;hl!;. Nolf ttl, !;trollQ cOIlIpositlon.. 1 Yirl .. tion!; in tb20
fr~ ''It,rstd, ..1 CI"1!;til!; <3.00104.'50 \<It::l.) ltll"ougtl I"i.!; of ttl, n:' ..roliti(
(".,ity (4.>'5 to 8.30 \<11 ::I.) to lh~ (01'"' (9.'50 1010.00 wt ::I.).

needles filling miarolitic cavities of the granite
and growing toward the centre. No
pseudomorph of earlier mineral has been
found, indicating that the crystals have grown
freely in the cavities and the interstices of the
rock. Elpidite aggregates have never been
observed in connection with mafic minerals.

First identified by X-ray diffraction
(MARTIN, 1978, personal communication),
elpidite was confirmed by chemical analyses
by electron microprobe. Major elements, Zr,
F and Cl were analysed. No R.E.E. has been
detected.

About 1 mm3 of sample was devised for
X-ray diffraetioo techniques, wing the Cu Ka
rayon a Guinier-Hag camera, at McGill
University, Montreal. With 60 indexed
reflections of a powder-pattern, cell·
dimensions have been calculated by the least
square method on the McGill computer:

- ,= 14.6073 (10) A
- b = 14.6854 (10) A
-0= 7.1200(10) A

and can be compared favourably with data
from elpidite-type (CANNlll.O et al., 1973).

Severe analytical constraints (sudden and
complete losses of H20 and alkalies under
the electron beam) result in a special
procedure, devised by BIZOUARD, at the
S~rvice de Microscopie Analytique, Orsay
(1982): only 2 s counts using a defocussed
beam of 40 om x 40 nm. Analytical data and

structural formulae on the basis of 15 oxygen
are reported on Table 4. The tOtal of analyses
elements approximates 90.00 wt%. As
computed structuras formulae are correct and
as neither F nor Cl was detected, it is inferred
that elpidite closely approach the H20
bearing end-member.

3. Geochemistl'y

Representative analyses of peralkaline
granites from Evisa complex and of selected
representanu of the other types
(metaluminous and peralumious) are tabulated
in Table .5. Major elements as well as trace
elements have been investigated. Previously
published isotopic data (BONlN et al., 1978)

will be discussed briefly.

3.1. Major element geochemistry

If only the CIPW normative salic minerals
are considered, the peralkaline granites define
a closely unified group, trending towards the
minimum temperature composition at a water
vapour pressure of .500 b in the haplogranitic
system. The albitic granite, however, does not
lie near this minimum,~ obseved deviation
being probably due to the effects of
hydrothermal modification. The most
significant chemical feature of peralkaline
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TABLE 5
Trace element dallJ (in ppmJ for alkaline rocks of the Corsican magmatic province

3amph ";(,22 ?~~ ;? " " ~34
, 4Z 182 1.' 17~

40')7 4964

.. " 2~· 10 10
B. .9038 I S'3C \-: ... .2 " '6

, , 9 3S 10
Rb H ?I 2!1 246 317 231 159 162 23' 197 269
5, •• .3 ~'5 1. " 16 1.5 0.5 6.6 9.7 ,
Pb 15 " 26 30 13 13 53 19 ,.
rh 2.9 9.5 " ,s 35 29 22 17 39 2' 3'
U 1 2 6.5 9.5 10.5 '10 5 '.5 11 6 11
1, 1378 1420 2~3 ! ~4 ., 17. 245 207 393 425 322
Nb 19 " 26 13 13 19 "'( 45 e9 " 3' 91 73 100
L. '9 56 52,. 57 295 '6 52 37 3. 90 69 " 93 111
S, 19 16 , < 1 2 1 ,.; , 1 < 1 < 1
C, 2 ( . 19 < , < 1 { 1 { : ( :

'"
,. 127 SO ss " " '43 117 100 3' 152

O. 19.'5 2~.'3 20 " 22 22.::: 29,<: 25 31

A. i. 0.90 0.92 3.97 0.89 0.8a 0.881:1.97 0.96 1.07 1. 0] 1.00

Samples:
J) Tana-Peloso complex.
NC28: monzonite, Monte Peloso (m)
224: syenite, Arbellara quarry (m)
234: 5ubsolvus biotite granite, Col de Sio (al)
2) Uzuro-&stelica ring-complex.

29: hypersolvu5 biotite graniu=. Ocana Hydro-electric Works (al)
49: transsolvus biotite granite, La Vanna (al)
61: 5ubsolvus biotite granite, Aragnasco (aD

5: hypersolvus fayalite granite, Tolla Dam (ale)
42: hypersolvus amphibole granite, Puma di Mazzoni (ale)

J) Evisa complex.
182: hypersolvus arfvedsonite granite, chilled margin, Aitoni Forest (hale)
184: hypersolvus arfvedsonite granite, chilled margin, U Castagnone (ale)
176: hypersolvus arfvedsonite granite, chilled margin, Aitoni swimming-pool (ale)
175: hypersolvus arfvedsonite granite, road to Bocca a u Saltu (ale)
177: to 181: hypersolvus arfvedsonite granite, Aitoni Forest (hale)
186: arfvedsonite-aegirine albitk granite, chilled margin, road to Bocca a u Saltu (hale)

granites, as p~viously outlined by JACOBSON
et al. (1958) fO!: the Nigerian Younger Granite
province, is that slight differences in the
atomic proportions of No., K and AI can
produce such striking changes in the
mineralogical composition of the suite.

As peralkaline granites are highly evolved

rocks, with a strong depletion in Ca and Mg,
the distribution of Na, K, AI and Fe is a good
criterium to dicriminate between the diffuem
behaviours of peraluminous and peralkaline
rocks (BoNtN, 1982, 1986). JACOBSON et al.
(1958) have akeady pointed out that, despite
the alkaline nature of the granites, the Na and
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TABLE 5
Tnu:e element da/IJ (in ppm) for alkaline rocks of the Corsican magmatic p1'Of)jnce

Sil/1lpi. 175 :77 178 179 180 181 !36 187 l Q 3 190 191 192
49~8 4959 4960 4962 4963 4965 4966 4967 4968

u.,
Rb
S,
Pb
Th
U

Nb,
L.
C.
S,
Cu

"G.

~<
,~

16 < 1
21~ 243

3 3
141 4:
2~ 23.3

8 '5.2
476 369

".2
47

124 81
( ,
< 1 < 1
139 1:3
26 25

: 5 40
6 •

206 228
<1.2 1.8
~6 33
2: 22.3

5.5 4.8
402 368

6~ 72
10i 96

~ 1 {I
138 10~

23.2 ?5.2

30
10

23~

3
4S

2'•417

".,
'52

••( ,
( I
145

27.5

se
12

257 362
2. ~ 3

32 13
2:' 51

9.4 23
441 no

<14 64
94 63
51

106 95
< 1 < I

3 I
138 269
2736.'5

,
".
5,5

"'33.5
11

1020
'8
7.

'6
< I, ,
272

34

135
6

.;23

•
72
35

12.6

'7'
63

104
'5:

i 29
( ,
( ,
296

35.5

170

•475
10
ss
73

15.6
1751

8.
17'
107

I"( I
( I
291

35

170
10

44.
10.5..

87
15.2
1514

77
"0
108
208
< I

2
300

35

210
2, I
539

5
.2

••12.4
I '11 0

8.
141

< I
273

3'1 •1

A,I. 1.02 l.OS 1.06 1.05 l.OG 1.031.13 J,14 1.10 1.161.16 :.19

187: arfvedsonite-aegirine albitic granite, core zone, Bocca a u Saltu (hale)
193: arfvedsonite-aegirine albirlc granite, Capu a Cuccula (wrongly labelled as Puma di Cricche,

in BONIN et al., 1978) (halc)
190 to 192: arfvedsonite-aegirine albitic granite, road to Bocca a u Saltu (hale)

m = metaluminous, aI ~ peraIuminous, alc = weakly peralkaline, halc = highly pcralkaline, some
with CIPW normative ns.

umbers refer to major elements analy~s published by BoNIN et al., (1978) (4957 to 4968,
2nd line) and BoNIN (1980) (5 to 234, 1st line). Except for Li (analysed by XRF techniques
at Clermont-Ferrand, BoNIN et al., 1978), all trace element data are new analyses:

- for NC28 (unpublished major element analysis) and 234, trace elements analysed by
INAA at Laboratoire Pierre-Sue, C.E.N. Saclay (France) (Ba, Rb, Sr, Th, D, Zr, La, Ce,
Sc, Zn),

- for other samples, XRF analyses at Memorial University, St. John's (Newfoundland)
(Pro£. D.F. Strong, personal communication) (Ba, Rh, Sr, Pb, Th, D, Zr, La, Ce, Cu, Zn,
Ga) and Geological Survey of Canada (WHALEN et al., 1987a and 1987h) (Ba, Rb, Sr, Pb,
Th, D. Zr, Nb, Y, Ce, Sc, Cu, Zn, Ga). V. Cr. Ni are below or near detection limits (1
ppm) (WHALEN et al., 1987b).

K values are not particularly high. The
peralkaline char-acter is due to a deficiency of
AJ relative to Na + K and JACOBSON et al.
(1958) have therefore favoured the term
4lhypoaIuminouu for peralkaline granites.

The deficiency of Al is well depicted in a
DI (differentiation index) versus AI (agpaiitic

inde N, + K/AJ) di",,,,,n (Iigme 4), the higher
the agpaiitic index, the lower the
diffen=ntiation index. 1bis paradoxical feature
can be explained by the scheme of calculation
of the differentiation index (sum of CIPW
normative quartz + orthoclase + albite, for
granitic rocks). If AJ is deficient relatively to
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Na and K, then aegirine NaFeSi)06 is
calculated at the place of albite NaA1Si,Os_
As aegirine is not considered in the defimtion
of the differentiation inda, peralkaline
granites would yield a somewhat «less
differentiated .. character, which is an artefact.
Extreme cases would be that of the strongly
peralkaline diffen=ntiates: lindinosite (AI up
to 2.5,01 less that 48) and rockallitc (DI as
low as 7.9, extreme AI of 13.7, and 87% of
normative aegirind.

BARKER (I978) drew the attention of the
same features illustrated on an alkalies-iron
magnesium diagram for agpaiitic rocks from
Ilimaussaq (Greenland) and BONIN (1980) has
shown for granitic rocks from Corsica that
peralkaline granites follow a trend (from
alkalies to iron apex) which is different from
the normal alkaline series (trending towards
alkalies apex) and that the strongly peralkaline
differentiates (iindinosite and rockallite)
deviate significantly towards the Fe + Mn
pole.

No systematic attempt to determine anionic
composition of peralkaline granites has been
performed. Previously published data (BoI\'tN
et al., 1978) have substantiated that F is an
important constituent of the bulk rocks, whilst
Cl is always below detection limit. The mafic
and accessory parageneses compri~ minerals
that COntain in their structural cells either
H 20 or OH-, F-, CI-: arfvedsonites,
fluorite and elpidite. The distribution of the
anions in the albitic granite has been
estimated by microprobe analyses: F and Cl
have been directly analysed, OH- and H20
are calculated assuming a perfect
stoichiometry.

Arfvedsonite display a strong zonation from
core to rim: F is present in the cores (2 wt%),
whereas some Cl (about 200 ppm) can be
detected at the rims. Elpidite is always F-free
and a little Cl (less that 30 ppm) has been
detected only at the margins of the miarolitic
cavities. The crystallization sequence: F-rich
arfvedsonite core - OH, Cl-rich arfvedsonite
rim . H20.rich elpidite, is therefore a good
indicator of fluid phase compositional
variations during the cooling of the pluton.
Note that all the considered minerals are sodic
and that their crystallographic structu~s are

similar (silica tetrahedral chains, HAWTI-IORNE,
1982; CANNlllO et al., 1973).

3.2. Trace-ekmen/ geochemiJtry

It has long been ~cognized that certain
trace elements such as Zr are selectively
concentrated in peralkaline rocks whilst other
elements like Li and Rb exhibit a dual role
concentrating both in peralkaline and in
peraluminous granites (BOWDEN and TURNER,
1974). In addition, significant levels of rare
earths (La and Ce) and the highly charged
cations such as Pb, Nb, Y, U and Th are also
found. In contrast, there is a marked depletion
in Sr, Ba, V, Sc and Cu. The highly
differentiated character is marked by the
extreme depletion in compatible elements,
such as Ni, Cr.

Some trace element data on Evisa complex
have been previously published (BoNIN and
CARRON, 1977; BONIN et al., 1978; WHALEN

et al., 1987a, 1987b). A rep~sentativeset of
data is given in Table 5.

Granites can be classified by statistical
analyses of large numbers of chemical data of
granites from well defined tectonic setting
(PEARCE et al., 1984). This approach leads to
discrimination diagrams which can be used in
identifying the tectonic settings of other
granite suites. PEARCE et al. (1984) have
indicated that Nb, Y, Ta, Tb and Rb trace
element data can provide good criteria to
discriminate between syn-collision
(SYNCOLG), volcanic-arc (VAG), ocean
ridge (ORG) and within -plate (WPG) type
granites. With a set of 148 analyses, including
15 from Evisa complex, WHALEN et al. (1987)
have shown that the alkaline granites are well
defined by Ga/AI ratios, Y, Ce t Na and Zr
contents.

Plots of data collected for Corsican
peralkaline and peraluminous granites on Nb
- Y and Rb - Y + Nb diagrams (figure 5)
show that most samples lie in the field of
WPG-type of PEARCE et al. (1984), near the
average of A·type granites computed by
WHALEN et al. (1987), with the unique
exception of the highly evolved biotite
subsolvus granite of Cauro-Bastelica ring
complex. This result can be compa~
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favourably with geological evidences and t~l'(:

is no obvious reaSOD to cast doubt on the
anorogenic environment for this type of
granites, unless it is supposed that a post
orogenic distensive regime is not truly
«anorogenic» (for reviews of this problem, se(:

BoWDEN, 1974; 01 ClROLAMO, 1984; BoNIN,

1987; Bo:-''IN et al., 1987).
The evolution of the alkaline suites can be

illustrated by numerous variation diagrams.
Variation diagrams with LIL elements are
currently used in order to decribe the modes
of differentiation. The LIL elements versus
Th is the most popular one (TREUIL, 1973).

A diagram using Ca and Tb (figure 6)
illustrates the contrasting roles of Th:
metaluminous, peraluminous and peralkaline
hypersolvus granites follow a linear trend
marked by a constant Ca/Th of 1.0. Careful
examination of the plot indicate a weak if any
differentiation from metaluminous to
peraluminous liquids and a significant
fractionation process from metaluminous to
peralkaline liquids.

Peraluminous transsolvus and subsolvus
granites as well as the peralkaline albitic
granite exhibit strong variations of Tb
contents with slow variations of Ca contents.
In the Evisa complex, Th variations are not
erratic. In the hypersolvus granites, the GafTh
ratio remains near the 1.0 value. In the albitic
granite, the Ga amount is near the 35 ppm
value, but Th contents, if relatively low (35
ppm) in the core and near the top of the
cupola, reach maximum values (87 ppm) in the
intermediate zones where aplito-pegmatitic
sheets are widespread.

This would suggest a dual role of Th: first
incompatible and concentrated into the
residual liquids during the differentiation at
the magma chamber level, then concentrated
into the fluid phase at the subvolcanic level
during the cooling of the epizonal cupolas.

Other trace elements display the same
behaviours as Th: Li, Rb, Nb, Y, La, Ce, Zn
and Sr show extreme variations in the
peralkaline albitic granite, with strong
enrichments in the middle zones of the cupola,
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where fluorite-rich fluids were particularly at
work during the consolidation and cooling of
the pluton. Log-log plots of these elements
cannot therefore be used as indicators of
fractional crystallization processes. This type
of evolution controlled by hydrothermal fluids
has already been stressed for fenitization
processes (e.g. MARTIN et al., 1977, for the
fenires of the Borralan complex, N. Scotland),
suggesting that peralkaline fluids can provide
similar types of alteration and trace elements
enrichments in peralkaline granite
environments as well as in silica .
undersaturated environments (MARTIN, 1977).

WHALEN et al. (1987a) have proposed that
the GalAl ratio can provide the best way to
discriminate alkaline granites. If their set of
data is carefully considered, it appears that
this ratio increases either by increasing of Ga
contents, or depletion of Al or both. What
happens in peralkaline granites is that Ga
increases from 24 to 37 ppm and AI is strongly
depleted (normative and modal aegirine),
whereas in peraluminous granites Ga is
constantly 10000er (16-22 ppm) and Al is
strongly enriched (normative oonmdum). This
relationship, already illustrated by a GalAI·
agpaiitic index diagram by WHALEN et al.
(1987), can be evidenced in a Ga-AI diagram
(figure 7): not only GalAI ratios but also Ga
contents are strongly linked with the agpaiitic

index. Thus, Ca is better an agpaiitic index
than a differentiation index.

3.4. Zr behaviour and zirconosi/icl1tes

Zr is a trace clement highly sensitive to the
alkaline environment. Many authors (SIEnNER,
1965; BOWDEN, 1966; QUIN, 1968) have
pointed out that in peralkaline granites there
are less zircon crystals than expected from Zr
contents of bulk rocks, implying that zircon
can be dissolved into peralkaline melts. At
Evisa, the zircon-free samples of the albitic
granite can yield high Zr concentrations up
to 1700 ppm. BoWDEN and TURNER (1974)
have proposed that the Zr concentration may
be used as an index of peralkalinity, as
exemplified by Zr - Ga and Zr - Al plots
(figures 8a and 8b).

The solubility of zircon into granitic melts
has been tested experimentally by WATSON
(1979): in metaluminous and peraluminous
liquids, zircon saturation is attained for less
than 100 ppm Zr. In peralkaline liquids,
zircon solubility increases as a linear function
of agpaiitic index. Small amOlUltS of CaO and
Fel0), in the liquid would lower the zircon
solubility by 25%. According to WATSON
(1979), zircon solubility in a silicate melt is
governed by the formation of soluble M4 Ze
(Si04)2 complexes (~Watson's molecule»),
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where M is an alkalic element. Thus, in highly
peralkaline liquids, Zr has an incompatible
behaviour and can cristallize only as late and
complex zirconosilic3tes. Chemical and mooal
data on Evisa massif confirm this scheme:
early zircon (0.36 vol%) cristallized in the
slightly peralkaline hypersolvu5 granites (AI
less than 1.1, Zr = 400 ppm), whilst, in the
albitic granite (AI higher than 1.1, 950 pprn
< Zr < 1800 ppm), zircon is rare or lacking,
always )a[e. and. the main Zt·bearing minerals
is e1pidite (up to 1 vol%) filling miarolitic
cavities.

If Watson's hypothesis is valid, e1pidite
formation is governed by the reaction:
Na4..Ze (Si04).2: + 4 Si0.2 + 4 H 20 = Na2 Zr
Si6015. 3 H2U + 2 NaUH, which supposes
a high silica activity in the presence of water
and a remobilization of alkalies in an aqueous
fluid phase characterized by low pH.

Elpidite·bearing rocks are therefore
characterized by Na excess, rdatively to Al
and Fe) +, which is marked in CIPW
normative assemblage by the p~nce in liule
quamities of sodium disilicate ns Na2SiO}.
The appearance, during the caJculation of the

CIPW norm, of ns is a good indicator of the
presence of late zirconosilicate5.

Experimemal works by WATSON (1979),
performed for silica - (over) samrated liquids
(from 5 to 45 wt% of normative quanz), have
given zircon and, in some cases, inclusions of
baddeleyite zr02, The «Wacson's molecule»
can be subdivided imo CIPW normative
componems:
Wauon's molecule ... zr02 (ZrSi04 . Si02)
+ 2 M2SiO)
: zircon + 2 ns - quartz
indicating a silica-undef$arurated comp::>sicion.

The most frequem zirconosilicates in
peralkaline environments are (Sr,lRENSEN,
1974),

- zircon Zr Si04
- e1p;d;l~ Na~ Zr 5i'pj,.3H,o
- vlasovue Na2 Zr Si40 11
- catapleiite Na2 Zr Si}09.2H20
- keldyshite Na2 Zr Si20 7
- eudialyte . eucolite Na4Ca2 Zr

5;,0" (OH),
- lavenite Na Ca2 Zr Si~08 F

These minerals can be plotted in a
Na2SiO} - zr02 - Si02 diagram (figure 9).
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With the exceptions of lavenite and of
«Watson's molecule~, all the minerals lie
inside the ns - zircon - quartz triangle. Some
of them are anhydrous: zircon, vlasovite and
keldyshite, the others are H.(O - or OH 
bearing: e1pidite, catapleiite and eudialyte. All
of them could theoretically crystallize in a
silica-{over)saturated liquid.

Elt>idite has been recorded so far:
- in agpaiitic rocks: in the locus typicus

of Nanansuk, Greenland (UNDSTROM, 1894),
in the Kola Peninsula (VLASOV, 1966) and at
Mont Saint-Hilaire (ClIAO, 1967).

- in peralkaline granites: at Rockall
Island (SABINE, 1960), at Tarbagatai,
Kazakhstan (VLASOV, 1966), at Tuva, E.
Siberia (KAPUSTIN, 1967), at Ilimaussaq,
Greenland (S(jRENSEN, 1970), at Gjerdinher,
Oslo rift (RAADE, 1972), at UIan Erge,
Mongolia (PAVLENKO, 1974), and at Shira,
Nigeria (BENNETT, 1981). Other occurrences
have been described in the Quebec province
(CURRIE and ZALESKl, 1985).

With the exception of the exceptional
formation of Tarbagatai, where elpidite occurs
as huge crystals (up to 30 cm long) in quartz-

microcline-aegirine pegmatites, e1pidite is
present as filling miarolitic cavitjes in a
moreless albitic arfvedsonite-aegirine granite,
like at Evisa.

The relative stability of elpidite, an H20
bearing mineral, and of vlasovite, an
anhydrous one, has been studied
experimentally by CURRIE and ZALESKI
(1985). These authors have found that, at low
pressures (1-2 Kb), elpidite is stable for
temperatures lower than, respectively, 595°C
and 644°C. The reaction curve is unaffected
by the presence of excess NI. in the vapour
phase. But the substitution of 1 N HCI for
water decreases the stability field of elpidite
by about 20°C, which is a further
confirmation of the low pH necessitated by
the precipitation of elpidite, as proposed
earlier. Elpidite is unstable relative to
keldyshite, another anhydrous mineral, in
highly chlorinated assemblage. According to
CURRlE and ZALESKl (1985), elpidite forms
from high-temperature hydrothermal fluids,
whereas vlasovite forms as a magmatic
accessory or by metamorphism of elpidite.

Accordingly, as elpidite occurs in the Evisa

ZrOz

Fig. 9. -lbc: system Na-Ca-Zr-Si·O-H pro;eacd onto the Na,siO) + C.SiO). zrOz - SiOJ triangle. lbc: natural
:tirrooosiliaotes and associated mincnls.-c~tcd: full circles (or anhydrous minerals (qz .. quartz, zr .. zircon,
bd .. badddeyite, "I .. "Iasovite, kd _ kddyshite, k _ acgirinc, ns .. sodium disilicate, wo _ wol1aslonite), double
circles foe hydrous minc:ra1s (dp _ dpidile, cp .. catlpkiite, axI .. cudil1yte, lA .Ia~te, wm _ WatsOIl'S moIcculc).
lbc: arrow indicales the compositional variations o( albiric granite dpidile, from inter-nitial crystals (i) through
rims (rl of the miarolitic cavity 10 the cote (c) of the miarolitic cavity.
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aIbitic peralkaline granite as radial needles
growing feedy and filling miaroLitic cavities,
it is likely that e1pidite does occur when an
aqueous phase sc=panued from a completdy
crystallized peralkaline granitic medium. The
platt of dpidire in the crystallization sequence
after arfvedsonite and £l.uorite implies that t~
aqueous pha~ can be pr('sent in important
amoums only after the overaIJ precipitation
of fluorine-rich minerals.

3.4. Isotopic studies

Ten samples of Evisa peralkaline granites
provided Rh-Se whole-rock isochrons for each
rock-type (BONlN et al., 1978). The ages of
the two granites: hypersolvlls and albitic
granites, are indistinguishable at 247 + j
7 m.yr., corresponding to che Permian 
Triassic boundary.

The computed 87Srf'6Sr initial isotopic
ratios art: very low: 0.7034 +1- 0.0011, lying
in the mantle range of values. This re:sult
pre:c1udes any important crustal
contamination, as Sr isotopic ratios for the:
Corsican upptt crust at 245 m.yr. are
estimatw. at 0.715 +1- 0.005 (BoNIN et al.,
1978).

Field, mineralogical, and trace element
evidences substantiate the important role of
deuteric changes, promotw. by peralkaline
fluid phases. The constantly low value of the
Sr initial isotopic rado for both rock-types
indicate:

- the granitic mdrs have a mantle origin
or a source low in radiogenic Sr,

- the fluid phases that have interacted
with the crystallized albitic granite have an
identical origin,

- they were active at the same time as
the emplacement of the complex (within the
7 m.yr. time interval) and have provoked
autometamorpruc reactions.

Such isotopic data for a single complex
provide strong constraints on the source and
the evolutioI!- of pe:ralkaline rocks.
Consistently higher Sr initial ratios have been
discoverw. elsewhere (e.g. in Nigeria, VAN

BREEMEN et al., 1975). However, high Sr
initial ratios cannot provide: evidences of an
upper cruStal source for the melt, as c1aimw.

by several authors (BoWDEN, 1970; COWNS
et al., 1982), but would rather imply an
important crustal component in the
percolating hydrothermal fluids (BUXLAND,
1976; BoNlN et al., 1979; BoNlN, 1982, 1986).

The Evisa comple:x, among the peralkaline
granite group, provides a rare example of an
evolving closed system where evidences of a
crusta! component are notably lacking.

4. Concluding remuks

Peralkaline granites provide field, textural,
mineralogical and chemical evidences for a
high fluid activity:

A. The various structural and tectural
features inside a single intrusion (e.g.
Bonifatto hypersolvus granite cupola, Evisa
albitic granite cupola) can be explained in
terms of magmatic fluid behaviour. Initial
crystallization at low pressures (less than 1 kb
and most probably about 500 b) of a granitic
magma close to ternary minimum temperature
composition result in a quartz + alkali feldspar
anhydrous assemblage. During progressive
crystallization, the residual liquid becomes
saruratw. in volatiles.

As BURNHAM (1979) has noted, the volume
per unit mass of crystals + discrete fluid phase
is greater than the volume of the same unit
of volatile-saturated silicate mdt. The change
in volume resulting from the crystallization
process in the volatile-saturated magma cannot
be accomodated by progressive plastic
deformation and expansion, owing to the
effects of the low confining lithostatic
pressure and the brittle character of the wall
rock. Conse:quently the internal pressure in
the already crystallized carapace increases as
cooling and crystallization proceed. BURNHAM
has calculated that internal pressures of the
maximum order of 5 kb could theoretically
be generared within pockets of magma
undergoing pegmatitic crystallization. At
dephrs corresponding to pressures of less than
1 kb, the rocks of the brittle envelope would
fail long before pressures of this magnitude
were achieved.

Eve:ntual entrapment of volatile·rich
pockets, ~neath the top of the intrusions, is
responsible of isolatw. pegmatitic bodies
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containing giant euhedral cryStals of quartz
(80 cm) and fayalite (40 cm) in the hypersolvus
granite, of arfvedsonite (2.5 cm) and aegirine
(2 cm) in the a1bitic granite.

Within the apical zone, the system would
fail by fracturing when the internal
overpressure reached a value equal to the
minimum principal stress plus the tensile
strenght of the rocks forming the brittle
enveloppe. This condition is critical for the
enlargement of the effective volume of the
system by tensile hydraulic fraclUring. The
principal mechanical effect of increasing
internal overpressure would be the creation
of sets of subvertical tensile fractures with an
orientation normal to the trajectory of the
minimum principal stress in the britde
envelope in the apical region of the cupola.

When the internal pressure is sufficiently
high, failure occurs and the propagation of
hydraulic fractures takes place. Then, a
portion of the fluids in the apical zones
escapes and the internal pressure is
tempol1lri.ly relieved. The progressive build up
of the internal pressure continues as a
consequence of the crystallization of the
magma and critical conditions are once again
achieved so that renewed fracturing can take
place.

Hydraulic breccia emplacement evidendy
marked the climax of the sequence of events
in which fluorine-rich fluids escaped from the
apical zone of the granitic rupolas. They
reflect the escape: of magmatic gas through the
congealed parts of the intrusion with
increasingly explosive effects.

Such mechanical processes have been
described in other volatile-saturated
environments, whatever the compositions of
the fluid phases. Pertinent examples are
abundant in copper-bearing breccia pipes
(SAWKINS, 1969; KmrrsoN et al., 1979) where
boron is strongly enriched in the residual
phase (tourmaline is consequently the main
phase of the matrix of hydraulic breccias)
(A1.L.MAN-WARD et al., 1982).

B. The composition of the volatiles can
be estimated by the nature of the minerals
precipitating directly from the fluids or
formed by reaction with previously
crystallized magmatic assemblages. The fluids

are dominantly scxIic arid fluorine-rich at near
solidus temperatures in a reducing
environment: thus, arfvedsonite, fluorite and
chessboard a1bite crystallize.

During the cooling steps, entrapment of
fluorine by amphibole and fluorite results in
a depletion in F in the remaining fluids.
Arfvedsonite becomes unstable and is replaced
into aegirine, according to the reaction:
arfvedsonite + 02 = aegirine + iron oxides
+ quartz + vapour (BoNIN, 1982, 1986)
implying a more oxidizing medium. This
reaction is buffered in the granitic cupolas as
dosed systems, but can be enhanced in narrow
dykes. which constitute typical open systems.

These first stages are characterized by a
continuum between magmatic crystallization
of the early anhydrous assemblage and
hydrothermal precipitation of poikilitic,
interstitial and replacement minerals.

When the volatiles make up a discrete fluid
phase, emplacement of aplitic - pegmatitic
sheets and pockets, hydraulic fracturing and
brecciation take place with the precipitation
of:

- sodic minerals: aegirine (+
arfvedsonite) + albite (rockallite), in
associated dyke swarms,

- sodic minerals: arfvedsonite + albite,
in the apical pan of the cupola,

- more potassic minerals: K·rich
arfvedsonite + mkrocline Oindinosite), in the
internal parts.

Late stage fluids are moreless devoid of
fluorine and would precipitare hydrated
minerals (e1pidite in the miarolitic cavities)
and/or highly oxidized minerals (haematite
filling fissures, forming red pockets or staining
alkali feldspars, oxychlorites replacing
arfvedsonite and aegirine), causing the typical
pervasive reddening of the tops of alkaline
granitic cupolas.

At a very late stage, quartz pockets and
veinlets near the top of the intrusion indicate
highly silicic fluids. No sign of argillization
processes has been observed so far.

C. Fluids released from the apical part
of the cupola and from peralkaline dyke
swarms can react with wall rocks, especially
when they yield strong chemical contrasts.
Actually, reaction zones are very narrow,
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confined to the vicinity of pecalkaline dyke
swarms (BONlN and PLATEvOET, 1988):
metaluminous and peraluminous wall rocks
are converted into discf'(:te rims of aegirine
+ arfvedsonite-~aring rocks whereas biotite
is replaced by silicic mica. Accordingly. a
chemical and mineralogical zonation is
obvious in few centimeters width.

D. Geochemical and isotipic data provide
evidences of a mantle origin for the F-rich
fluids, which carry some trace-elements such
as Sr, Th, U, LREE, a.$.O. There is now a
controversy for the interpretation of granite
types and sources (BOWDEN et al., 1984).
Whereas a mantle origin is currently inferred
from geological and geochemica1 evidences for
peralkaline volcanic formations (BowoEN.
1974), WHALEN et al. (1987) have proposed
that A-type grmites result mainly from partial
melting of F- enriched dry, granulitic
residue remaining in the lower crust after
extraction of an orogenic granite. The origin
of fluorine is also a matter of debate: following
a suggestion of BAILEY (1970), HARRIS and
MARRINER (1980) have invoked high fluxes
of mantle-derived halogen-rich volatiles
providing the high con~ntration of alkalis and
high field strenght elements in anorogenic
granites.

Our isotopic data from Evisa complex,
substantianting a mantle origin both for
granitic liquids ans associated fluids, are
clearly in favour of the second hypothesis.
Reviews of Sr-isotopic data on anorogenic
granites have been performed elsewhere
(BLAXLAND et al., 1978; BONIN, 1981, 1986):
the major result is that a crustal isotopic
signature is recorded only in mineralized
alkaline rocks, peralkaline (granites and
agpaiites) as well as peraluminous (granites and
miaskites). This would suggest that such
mineralizing fluids are of multiple origins, F
rich volatiles from the mantle, other Cl-rich
hydrated volatiles from the crust: pertinent
examples have bttn described in Nigeria (VAN

BREEMEN et al., 1975; BoNIN et al., 1979;
KINNAIRD, 1985).

In Corsica, peralkaline granites are
relatively rare, compared with metaluminous
and peraluminous alkaline granites and they
exhibit some contrasting characteristics

(BONIN, 1982, 1986). Chemical and
mineralogical data document different
behaviours of major and trace elements.
Moreover, peraluminous subsolvus granites
yield significantly higher Sr-isotopic initial
values (from 0.707 to 0.722, BoNIN et al.,
1987), suggesting a more important role of a
crustal component. What cruStal component?
Calc-a1kaline wall rocks display high Sr-values
at the time of emplacement of alkaline ring
complexes and calculations indicate no more
than 15% of contamination by wall-rock
(BONtN et al., 1987). Another candidate is
hypersolvus granites, that have bttn emplaced
just before the subsolvus granites: a late, high
level uptake of water by hot crystalline
granite, characterized by high Rb/Sr ratios,
would induce local remelting of the early
granite (MARTIN and Bo"''IN, 1976) and higher
Sr-isotopic initial values; this process is likely
to take place at the magma chamber level, as
no sign of such anatexis has been observed
in situ. A combination of both explanations
- contamination by leaching of wall rocks
and early granite remelting - necessitates
large percolations of water, mobilized in a
convective geothermal field (NORTON, 1978).

The most puzzling feature of Evisa
peralkaline complex is, therefore, the lack of
evidence of crustal-derived fluids. Elsewhere
in Corsica, mantle-derived metalu"minous
alkaline magmas have interacted, at the
magma chamber level, with water and have
produced peraluminous granitic magmas
yielding varying crusta! isotopic signatures.
In the case of Evisa, no interaction has
occurred and peralkaline granitic magmas
were produced, without any significant crustal
contribution. The reason why is not yet clear.
Current hypotheses favour differentiation
processes, involving plagioclase and amphibole
fractionation UAC08SON et al., 1958; BoNlN
and GIRET, 1985) and/or contrasting sources
(BARKER et at.. 1975; \'(fIlALEN et al., 1987a).

Geochronological data obtained so far for
the whole Corsican province substantiate a
long-duration peraluminous granitic
magmatism (from 270 to 200 m.a.) whereas
peralkaline granites have been emplaced in a
very short period (250 to 230 m.a,). The
Corsican province has been proved to be a
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part of a larger western Mediterranean
province (BONIN et al., 1987), characterized
by the extreme abundance of subsolvus biotite
granites.

It is therefore likely that locally the
emplacement of exceptional peralkaline
granites was promoted, whereas typical
SUb50lvus biotite granites are the rule
dsewhere. This event was characterized by
the inhibition of any crusta! oontribution and
the subsequent behaviour of the magmatic
system as a closed system.
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Bonin (Le Pe<:q), Dr. B. Platt'o<let arx:I MM. P.
Pnysiecki, J.Y. Wtil (Otsay). Some samples and
indic.tioDl of attas of special internt WttC" provided by
Pro£. j.P. Quin (Toolon). Mineralogical data have been
collected with the,jd of my friends Pro£. R.F. Martin
(Montr~al) for X.rays and Dr. S. WiU,dm (Paris) for
optics on alkali fddspats, On. H. Bizouard and R.
Pichon (Orsay) for microprobe analyses, especially of
dpiditc. Geochemical trace dements analyscs on my
samples have been kindly provided by Pro£. O.F. Slrong
(St. john's) and Dr. j.B. Whalen (Geel. Sut\'. Canada)
and isotopic analyses by Dr. Y. Vialette (Clermonl·
Ferrand).
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